Changes Over Time in Optimal Duplex Threshold for the Identification of Patients Eligible for Carotid Endarterectomy
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Background and Purpose—Two surgical trials established that carotid endarterectomy is beneficial to symptomatic patients who have a severe internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis on angiograms. Duplex ultrasonography–derived hemodynamic parameters show a good correlation with angiography and are often used for detecting severe ICA stenoses. However, duplex performance is ultrasound machine and operator dependent. Over time both may change, possibly affecting duplex performance. We compared duplex performance of 2 time periods in 1 specific vascular laboratory using angiography as the gold standard.

Methods—Consecutive patients who underwent both angiography and duplex examinations of the ICA were evaluated (first period, 60 patients; second period, 61 patients). Peak systolic velocity and several other hemodynamic parameters and ratios were analyzed by receiver operating characteristic curves in their ability to detect severe ICA stenoses. The optimal parameter and threshold were determined for each period. Subsequently, duplex test characteristics were compared after the optimal thresholds of both the first and the second periods were applied in the second period.

Results—In both periods peak systolic velocity of the ICA was the best test parameter; areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve were similar (0.957 and 0.954, respectively). However, the optimal threshold was different. The optimal threshold in the second period was 270 cm/s. When the optimal threshold of 210 cm/s of the first period was applied in the second period, test characteristics changed significantly. Sensitivity increased from 98% to 100%, and specificity decreased from 85% to 71% ($P = 0.004$).

Conclusions—The optimal threshold for detecting severe ICA stenoses with duplex ultrasonography in our laboratory changed over time. Individual laboratories should assess duplex accuracy regularly and adjust adopted criteria if necessary to keep diagnostic performance optimal. (Stroke. 1998;29:2352-2356.)
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The North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy (NASCET) and the European Carotid Surgery Trial both established that carotid endarterectomy is beneficial to patients with symptoms of cerebral ischemia and a severe internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis on selective angiograms (70% to 99%).1,2

In the diagnostic process of patients with carotid disease, duplex ultrasonography plays an important role because it is the initial, and in some clinics the only, diagnostic test for assessing and quantifying carotid artery disease.3 Duplex offers several hemodynamic parameters for describing blood flow across stenoses. A parameter extensively studied for grading ICA stenosis is peak systolic velocity (PSV). A good correlation between PSV values and angiographic findings has been reported in many studies.4–7 However, several other parameters have been proposed as well, including end-diastolic velocity (EDV), the ratio PSVICA/PSV common carotid artery (CCA), and the ratio EDVICA/EDVCCA.6–11

Duplex performance depends on the ultrasound machine used and the skills of the operator (ie, vascular technologists).12–15 Every individual laboratory should therefore validate its own criteria for grading ICA stenoses before duplex can be considered a reliable diagnostic tool for patient selection. Over time, equipment and vascular technologists may change, possibly affecting duplex performance.

Our hypothesis was that for duplex to remain a reliable diagnostic tool for patients with carotid disease, locally adopted criteria might need adjustment after a period of time. Therefore, we studied the value of different duplex-derived hemodynamic parameters and ratios for detecting severe ICA
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stenoises in 2 time periods and compared the diagnostic performance of duplex in these periods.

Subjects and Methods
To obtain duplex criteria for detecting a stenosis of ≥70%, we evaluated the measurements of 60 consecutive patients (119 bifurcations) who underwent both intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography (IA-DSA) and duplex examinations between July 1992 and February 1994 (the first period). The population consisted of 41 men and 19 women. The mean age was 64 years (range, 40 to 81 years). The mean interval between duplex and IA-DSA was 25 days (range, 0 to 113 days). To reevaluate the adopted duplex criteria, we repeated the study in 61 consecutive patients (120 bifurcations) who underwent both IA-DSA and duplex examinations between October 1996 and August 1997 (the second period). This population consisted of 47 men and 14 women. The mean age was 65 years (range, 44 to 81 years). The mean interval between duplex and IA-DSA was 17 days (range, 0 to 91 days).

Indications for referral for IA-DSA were similar in both periods. Patients with symptoms of carotid disease in the past 6 months, including transient ischemic attack, stroke, and amaurosis fugax, were first screened by duplex. Patients with PSV values in the symptomatic ICA of ≥150 cm/s (suspect for carotid disease) or with a suspected subtotal stenosis or occlusion were subsequently referred for IA-DSA.

Five different vascular technicians performed the duplex examinations. However, in 6 years 2 vascular technicians left and were replaced by new trainee technicians, whereas the 3 other vascular technicians became more experienced in performing duplex examinations.

Duplex Examinations
Duplex was performed with an ATL Ultramark 9 HDI (Advanced Technology Laboratories). A sample volume of 1.5 mm was used, and the Doppler angle was aligned to the jet and kept below 60 degrees. In the first period a 10–5 MHz broadband linear array transducer with a pulsed Doppler frequency of 5 MHz was used. For more deeply situated carotid bifurcations, a 5-MHz linear array transducer with a pulsed Doppler frequency of 4 MHz was used. Conversely, in the second period a 7–4 MHz broadband linear array transducer with a pulsed Doppler frequency of 4 MHz was used in all patients to visualize the carotid bifurcation.

The technique for performing duplex was consistent in both periods. The pulsed Doppler gate was positioned in the center of the CCA ~2 cm proximal to the carotid bifurcation, and a spectral waveform was obtained. From this spectrum, PSVICA and EDVCCA were derived. Subsequently, the area with the most severe stenosis was located with color Doppler, and a Doppler spectral waveform was obtained at the point of the greatest mean frequency shift. From this spectrum, PSVICA and EDVCCA were derived.

Intra-Arterial Digital Subtraction Angiography
The carotid bifurcation was imaged in ≥2 different directions (lateral, posteroanterior, or oblique). The view showing the most severe stenosis was used for comparison with duplex. In the first period, lumen reduction measurements were performed with the NASCET method (Stenosis=[1−(Minimal Residual Lumen/Distal Normal ICA Lumen Diameter)]×100%) on printed hard copies with a ×7 magnifying loupe marked in 0.1-mm increments. In the second period, measurements were performed with the NASCET method on hard copies by another observer using a caliper with a digital display (PAV Electronic; resolution, 0.01 mm). To exclude that variability due to different observers or methods of measuring stenosis on angiograms would influence the analysis of duplex performances, the observer from the second period repeated the measurements on the hard copies from the first period using the caliper with the digital display.

Duplex and IA-DSA were interpreted independently from each other. IA-DSA was considered the gold standard for grading carotid stenosis.

Table 1 shows the results of the ROC analyses for the different hemodynamic parameters and ratios from the first and the second periods expressed as AUC. In the first period, both parameter PSVICA and ratio PSVICA/PSVCCA were the most accurate, with an AUC of 0.957 and 0.959, respectively. We defined PSVICA as the best test parameter for detecting a stenosis.
70% stenosis of the ICA because it was the easiest to obtain and did not require calculations. In the second period, parameter PSVICA was the most accurate with an AUC of 0.954. Table 3 shows the results of logistic regression analysis, which demonstrated that combining the various parameters and ratios did not significantly increase duplex performance in both the first and the second periods.

The Figure shows the ROC curves associated with the ROC analyses of PSVICA with different threshold values for a stenosis of $\geq 70\%$. In the ROC analysis of data from the first period, an optimal PSVICA threshold of 210 cm/s was observed (sensitivity of 100% [95% CI, 88% to 100%]; specificity of 84% [95% CI, 73% to 92%]). When the angiograms from the first period were analyzed by the observer from the second period, the AUC and optimal PSVICA threshold (0.952 and 200 cm/s, respectively) were similar to the original analysis. In the second period, however, a PSVICA of 270 cm/s appeared to be the optimal threshold for a stenosis of $70\%$ (sensitivity of 98% [95% CI, 87% to 99%]; specificity of 85% [95% CI, 74% to 92%]). Applying the optimal PSVICA threshold of 210 cm/s from the first period in the second period instead of using the threshold of 270 cm/s would significantly affect the test characteristics ($P = 0.004$). Sensitivity would increase to 100%, and specificity would decrease to 71%.

Discussion

Our study showed that even when only 1 type of ultrasound machine is used in a specific vascular laboratory, locally adopted duplex criteria for detecting a $\geq 70\%$ ICA stenosis do not remain valid over time. Of the different acquired hemodynamic parameters and ratios, PSVICA was considered the best test parameter in the first as well as in the second period, but its optimal threshold was not consistent.

ROC curves facilitate the choice of a threshold. If duplex is used as a screening tool, a high sensitivity is required in order not to miss any patient who may benefit from carotid endarterectomy. On the other hand, if duplex is used as the sole preoperative test for carotid disease, a high specificity is required as well in order not to perform unnecessary carotid endarterectomy. Because we use duplex as a screening tool for carotid disease, we chose a PSVICA threshold of 210 cm/s on the basis of its high sensitivity, while maintaining high test accuracy, in the first period. Conversely, nearly the same sensitivity and specificity were achieved with a threshold of 270 cm/s in the second period. Differences in the method of stenosis measurement on angiograms between the 2 observers could not explain the change over time of the optimal PSVICA threshold. When we applied the optimal threshold of 210 cm/s of the first period in the second period, the number of false-positive duplex examinations increased remarkably, which would have led to significantly more carotid IA-DSA procedures, with a reported risk of stroke or death ranging from 1% to 4% in patients with atherosclerosis.

A range of PSVICA thresholds has been suggested for detecting an ICA stenosis of $\geq 70\%$ according to NASCET.

### Table 2. ROC Analyses of Different Duplex Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSVICA</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDVICA</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio PSVICA/PSVCCA</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio EDVICA/EDVCCA</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown are results of the ROC analyses of the different hemodynamic parameters and ratios from the first and second periods in their ability to detect carotid stenoses of $\geq 70\%$, expressed as AUC with SE.

### Table 3. Logistic Regression Analyses of Several Combinations of Duplex-Derived Hemodynamic Parameters and Ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSVICA+ PSVICA/PSVICA</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSVICA+ EDVICA</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSVICA+ PSVICA/EDVICA</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio PSVICA/PSVICA</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio EDVICA/EDVICA</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated probabilities were subjected to ROC analysis and expressed as AUC with SE.
criteria. Carpenter et al proposed a PSVICA threshold of 210 cm/s, whereas Neale et al found a PSVICA of 270 cm/s to be the optimal threshold with high sensitivity and high accuracy. The wide variability in published criteria indicates the importance of individual validation of duplex criteria against the gold standard of IA-DSA before duplex can be considered a reliable diagnostic tool for patient selection. However, we found that even when individual duplex criteria have been established, these may not remain valid for a long time.

The source of the variability in thresholds that we found is not fully understood. Possible explanations are the replacement of 2 of the 5 vascular technologists, the differences in the technologists’ technique, and the changing level of experience. Additionally, changes within the ultrasound machine (ie, upgrades) can contribute to the variability in thresholds. Two major changes occurred in addition to several other software upgrades in the past years. The 7–4 MHz broadband linear array transducer became available in between the first period and the second period (1995), which improved the visualization of the carotid bifurcation remarkably and hence facilitated the acquisition of the PSVICA at the point of the greatest mean frequency shift. Furthermore, real-time Doppler analysis was introduced in the middle of the first period (1993), which allowed vascular technologists to automatically trace the Doppler waveforms and distillate the highest PSV and EDV values.

Variability in diagnostic duplex criteria across vascular laboratories and ultrasound machines has been pointed out by others. Kuntz et al compared 2 vascular laboratories in their ability to detect an ICA stenosis of ≥70% using various duplex-derived hemodynamic parameters and ratios. They found practically no differences in AUC, but the optimal threshold value for each parameter or ratio was different for each laboratory (eg, the PSVICA threshold for one laboratory was 229 cm/s and for the other 340 cm/s). However, they optimized the thresholds both by maximizing accuracy and by minimizing the 2-year risk of stroke in case duplex would be used as the sole preoperative test for carotid disease. This approach led to different tradeoffs in sensitivity and specificity for each laboratory, which by itself can be a reason for different optimal thresholds for each laboratory (eg, for PSVICA, sensitivity and specificity for one laboratory were 95.0 and 82.5, respectively; for the other laboratory, the values were 89.5 and 93.2, respectively). Their main explanation for the disparity between laboratories was the differences in ultrasound machines used. In contrast, Alexandrov et al compared the optimal threshold values of 2 laboratories that used similar equipment. They found major differences in sensitivity and specificity when the PSVICA threshold of one laboratory was applied in the other laboratory instead of this laboratory using its own previously validated criterion. Because the ultrasound machines were similar, their explanation for the difference in diagnostic duplex criteria was the difference in the technologists’ technique.

Grading of carotid stenosis is essential for determining the risk of stroke and subsequent patient treatment. Changes over time in duplex criteria for detecting a ≥70% ICA stenosis constitute a profound problem, particularly for those centers that select patients for carotid endarterectomy with duplex alone. Because duplex performance is operator and ultrasound machine dependent, neither should be changed after acceptable duplex accuracy and validation of duplex criteria are achieved. Before duplex criteria are validated, it should be ascertained that the operators are experienced and expect to be working for a long period of time in the vascular laboratory. In addition, proposed adjustments of the validated ultrasound machines by the manufacturer should be evaluated carefully before they are implicated.

Our study demonstrated that duplex criteria may change over time. However, we did not analyze the possible causes. Therefore, it is difficult to indicate a time interval or event after which duplex criteria should be validated again. Nevertheless, in our case the optimal duplex threshold changed significantly after a time interval of 2.5 years, during which operators and the ultrasound machine gradually changed. We recommend that individual vascular laboratories continuously compare their duplex results with the results of other correlating methods, such as IA-DSA, MR angiography, and CT angiography, either performed in their center or in another center, to assess duplex accuracy. Furthermore, patients should be referred for IA-DSA when the duplex result of the symptomatic ICA is inconclusive, thus providing a gold standard for duplex results of both ICAs.
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